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Editor’s Note:

A lasting impact
GRATITUDE
Each and every alphabet in
this magazine is due to the
efforts of entire SSCHM
Team. The bond between
all of us, which developed
during the compilation of
VIBGYOR - 2021, can be felt
and enjoyed for ever.

Cover Design
Cover Design by:
Mr. S. Sai Teja & Team
BHMCT, Third Year Students

Special Thanks to
Meghana
Graphics,
11-5398/2, Red Hills, Lakdikapul,
Hyderabad-500004 for their
valuable inputs in giving this
magazine it’s final look.

DISCLAIMER
Utmost care has been taken in
scrutinizing the editorial contents
of the VIBGYOR annual update,
before going to press. However,
the editor and publisher shall not
be held directly responsible for any
inadvertent misrepresentation of
fact / facts or misprints, which may
occur despite our best efforts.
EDITOR
The VIBGYOR annual update
is published and printed by
Shri Shakti College of Hotel
Management.

In early 2020, campus life
hummed along with regular
rhythms and routines. We were
writing about the kaleidoscope
of colors in the VIBGYOR-2020
issue, planning the future issues
of the print publication and
more.
And then suddenly, 2020 became
a year unlike any we have seen.
To say that society has changed
over the past one and half
year would be a monumental
understatement.
A little look behind the scenes at
VIBGYOR-2021: publishing our
magazine has been interesting,
challenging, ever rewarding,
restorative, demanding, and
sometimes just weird. My first
reaction at the beginning of the
academic year 2020-2021: how
do we put together a college
magazine when there’s no
college life?
I couldn’t have been more wrong.
There’s no shortage of wonderful
stories to tell, and that’s true this
year perhaps more than any
other. We are not sure we ever
had more worthwhile subjects.
The SSCHM creative lot cooked
up ways to reinvent themselves,
all colleagues & students shared
4

a spirit of cooperation.
We couldn’t gather with our own
students in college for a live
performance of events, then
we have devised hybrid version
of the events combining online
live telecast. VIBGYOR-2021
highlights the events which
exemplifies fresh thinking and
embraces new strategies to
thrive.
As we mark one and half year
of pandemic life, there is much
to grieve over: thousands of
loved ones lost, businesses
forced to close, economic
devastation, and the longing
for shared experiences. But
there are reasons for hope. We
have learned and innovated. We
rejoice in simple pleasures. We
recognize the things we cherish
most and how excited we will
be to get back to them. This at
SSCHM, we honor and celebrate
it all.
Stay safe and well.

SAI PRIYA

Chief Patron Mr. D.V. Manohar,
Chairman

Patron Ms. Satya Pinjala,
Executive Director

Patron Ms. Yamuna Ranga Rao,
Director

EDITORIAL

BOARD

Editor-in-Chief
Mr. Anish Banerjee,
Principal

Syed Hasnuddin,
Student Co-ordinator

Editor
Chef Chandrashekar,
Head of the Department

Copy Editor
Ms. Sai Priya,
FO Dept. In-Charge

S. Sai Teja,
Student Co-ordinator

Sohail,
Student Co-ordinator
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Department Editor
Ms. Preeti Bhutada,
Lecturer

Koushik,
Student Co-ordinator

OSMANIA UNIVERSITY

Prof. D. RAVINDER
Vice-Chancellor

Chairman’s

Hyderabad-500 007, Telengana.
Estd. 1917

Reaccredited by NAAC with ‘A+’ Grade
University with potential for Excellence
Category – I Graded Autonomy by UGC

Message

Tel. (O) : +91-40-27098048/088
: +91-40-27682364/221
Email : vc@osmania.ac.in
: vcosmania@gmail.com
: prof.dravinder@gmail.com

MESSAGE
I am happy to learn that Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management, Hyderabad
is bringing out the Annual College Magazine
captioned as “VIBGYOR – 2021”.

Dear All,
Greetings.
It is always a
pleasure to connect with you
all through our wonderful
magazine.
Trust this finds you and your
families safe and healthy in
these challenging times. This
pandemic turned the world
upside down and changed
the way we live and work. In
the last one and half years,
COVID devastated the world
and in the process wreaked
havoc on the world economy.
Millions all over the world died
unfortunately and many more
are still suffering due to the
same.
To save livelihoods as well
as lifes, we need to vaccinate
people as soon as possible. As
part of our social responsibility,
we arranged for vaccination of
our entire team members not

only of our colleges but our
entire Shri Shakti Group free
of cost through our Veni Rao
Foundation.
It is gratifying to note that our
Hotel Management Colleges
are active despite the ongoing
pandemic. Even during the
lockdown
periods,
there
were activities to convey a
strong message that things
will improve for better soon.
Both the colleges have been
hosting online classes for their
respective students in order to
make up for lost time during
this period.
We are doing our best to
move forward and spread
positiveness all around us in
these challenging times.
Hospitality Industry is very
much resilient and is already in
the process of bouncing back to
normalcy after the lockdowns
6

have been lifted. Hotel room
occupancies as well as food
and beverage sales are going
up slowly but surely. I strongly
feel that it is just a matter of time
and very soon the hospitality
world will be back to normal.
Therefore the opportunities and
avenues in Hospitality Industry
will be as good as before if not
better.
I look forward to meeting you
in the near future.
My best wishes to the students,
Executive Director, Director,
Principal, faculty & staff.
Please remain safe. All of you
are doing a wonderful job as
usual and please keep it up.

I compliment the Management,
Principal, Faculty, Staff and students of the
College for their initiative in this regard. It is
a fine tradition that you are maintaining over
the years. Annual College Magazine will
provide all the information about academics
events and achievements of the college. It also
serves as a database and useful publication
for the academic fraternity.
I am delighted to know that the college
has completed 28 years of dedicated service in
the cause of hotel management education. The
Hotel Management & Hospitality Education
and Training are the emerging areas with lot
of potential and promising future. There have
been substantial increase in the enrolment
in this discipline in the recent years. The
cutting edge elements in the curriculum has
provided number of opportunities for the
young students to sustain themselves and
make progress in this competitive world.
I wish your endeavors all success.

D.V. MANOHAR

[PROF. D. RAVINDER]
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EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR’S
Message

Governing
Body Member’s

“In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity”

Message

Albert Einstein

It is a pleasure to connect with

Undeterred by the global

I thank the Chairman for

Professor

you all through the awesome

pandemic

the

his guidance and appreciate

Dept. of Technology (Textile Technology)

VIBGYOR

University College of Technology Osmania University

Shri

Dr. J. Hayavadana

of the oldest HMCT colleges

space world of Hospitality

of you.

in Hyderabad carving the

fraternity. With dedicated

future of prosperous young

management,

hoteliers for the hospitality

staff,

world. Glimpses of students

students, I am sure more

achievement in the form of a

laurels will be registered in

report is highly exemplarory.

the ensuring period.

I note with immense pleasure
that Sri Shakti College of Hotel
Management, is introducing
VIBGYOR 2021. It’s a novel
attempt from the College
management to tap the hidden
talent of the young budding
technocrats. This institute
has

a

tremendous

track

record of achievement as one

As

a

well

wisher

disciplined

highly

studious

and

of

past year too we achieved

the support extended by

College

of

academic excellence coupled

the Director. I appreciate

with

placements.

the efforts of the Principal,

are

Our proud alumni, digitally

faculty and the staff for

constantly polished in our

connected with the budding

another

institution. Our Vision has

professionals to encourage

With changing times all are

the potential to move us to

and motivate them. It has

committed to synchronize

new heights and to reach our

always been our aim to

and harmonize the growth

goal of making the college a

provide the right environment

process and take the college

most sought after, finest Hotel

for young minds to take

to newer heights.

Management College in the

wings.

voyage
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in

the

educational

needs

The

the student’s knowledge and

college is the best platform
bon

Management.

and substantial growth of

I have strong feeling that
for

Shakti

country, alongside a holistic

Governing Body member

With best wishes

Prof. Dr. J. Hayavadana

in

magazine

Hotel

Greetings of the Season to all

gloom,

skills.

It

decent

gives

me

successful

immense

satisfaction in giving my
best towards the growth

Wishing everyone All the Best!!

and success of our college.
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year.

Satya Pinjala

Director’s

From the

Principal’s

Message

Desk

Happy to note that Shri
Shakti College of Hotel
Management is bringing
out the college Annual

difficult situations into
opportunities. Whatever
the situation, we have
excelled in our roles and

Magazine “VIBGYOR”
– 2021.

responsibilities.

Despite the pandemic
our college has done an

I congratulate each and
every one. God was with
us throughout this difficult

excellent work. Out of
all the diverse talents

year and the college
completed all the events.

our college has, it is
the ability to turn the

Thanks to the untiring
efforts of our Chairman,

Executive
Director,
Principal, Faculty, Staff
and Students.
Wishing you all good
health and good times
ahead.
God Bless All.

Yamuna Ranga Rao
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It gives me profound privilege
to write a few words as
prologue for the 20th edition
of our in-house annual college
magazine “Vibgyor”. It is
exclusively meant for bringing
out the potential talents of our
students as a part of the overall
personality
development
programme. The all round
progress of our students is of
paramount importance and the
most cherished motto and it is
indeed a great pride that our
college has made outstanding
progress
in
academics,
co-curricular
and
extracurricular activities, even in
this pandemic situation. The
college aims at changing the
face of hospitality education
and training by being a
prime centre of knowledge
enhancement and career
development.

Our college is putting insistent,
persistent and consistent efforts
continuously to serve and
support the hospitality industry
at its best. Our main focus is
to empower the students with
profound knowledge, wisdom,
experience, life values and
methodical training so that
they are successful in the
competitive global market.
Our college thrives to provide
quality education which is a
process to cause transformation
in our students to the finest of
thoughts, feelings and deeds.
Our college Rotaract Club
has done exceptionally well
in extending a helping hand
for various social causes
from blood donation, plasma
donation,
limb
donation
and
various
awareness
programmes, even in the
lockdown period, whenever
11

and
wherever
possible,
without any hesitation.
I
congratulate
all
the
contributors and the Editorial
Board for publishing such
an outstanding magazine
completely premeditated by
the students. I extend my best
wishes to all the readers and
invite all to join hands with
us in our noble mission for
achieving newer heights in the
ensuing days.
Stay happy, stay safe.

Anish Banerjee
Principal

COLLEGE ANNUAL REPORT - 2020 - 2021
VIBGYOR is an amalgamation
of experiences shared by the
students and faculty at Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management.
This edition being the 20th marks
a paramount feat, despite of the
hindrances brought upon by the
global pandemic. This edition of
VIBGYOR is a testament of our
zeal and dedication of the faculty
and students. Shri Shakti College
of Hotel Management has been
fostering hospitality professionals
since its establishment in 1993.
Everything came to a standstill
when the pandemic hit the
world, but this didn’t hinder the
effort put in by our faculty and
the enthusiastic participation of
the students made it a roaring
success.
Adapting to the new normal, the
freshers began their journey
at Shri Shakti College of Hotel
Management via a virtual
induction ceremony where the
students had the opportunity
to interact with the faculty who
inspired them to prosper to
achieve their aspirations. Before
the First year students started
with their in-person classes at the
college, they had a cake cutting
ceremony to mark the beginning
of their journey.
The concept of Webinar is
relatively new, SSCHM adopted
this concept and took the
opportunity to expose the
students to the premiers of
hospitality industry who gave
guest lectures and the students
had opportunity to interact with
them.
International Chef’s Day is a
staple at SSCHM, keeping in mind
the ongoing global pandemic,
the celebrations of International

Chef’s
Day
presented
an
opportunity to promote the
importance of healthy food which
boosts the immunity.
Along with academics, devotion
also holds great value. Saraswati
pooja in honour of Goddess
Saraswati who is the fountain
head of all learning and art
forms is honoured on this day.
Students worshipped Maa Saras
wati to seek wisdom, artistic
and technical skills, academic
excellence and a good heart.
On the occasion of Vasanth
Panchami, SSCHM celebrated
Traditional Day. Vinayaka Chavithi,
Bathukamma celebrations and
Lakshmi pooja also hold great
significance in our institution.
The Cake mixing ceremony is a
tradition followed by Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management
every year during the time leading
up to Christmas. The fruit soaking
ceremony was organized online
with a load of fun bound by great
cheer and fervour. This event is
a blend of cheerful celebrations
and also is a great learning
experience for students. This was
followed by Bakeonics - an online
webinar where we demonstrated
the baking of the Christmas cake.
The installation ceremony of
Rotaract Club of Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management
symbolizes the passing of the
sigil by the senior members to the
new recruits who take the oath of
being a responsible citizen and
work towards the betterment of
the community. Though facing
many challenges, the Rotaract
Club steered through and
organised food donation drives
and various other activities. The
dedication of rotractors towards
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COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES

making the community a better
place never stops.
The end of the academic year
is marked by the Annual Day
Celebration, which gives the
students a platform to showcase
their talent. Keeping up with
the spirit of not giving up this
year annual day was celebrated
virtually.
We would like to conclude with
extending our heartfelt gratitude
to the dedication, contribution
and efforts that made this edition
of VIBGYOR a roaring success.
We like to extend our gratitude to
our Principal, Mr. Anish Banerjee,
College Management Faculty and
Staff for providing us with the
opportunity, encouragement and
continuous support.

FRONT OFFICE CLUB

SREYA SREE

C.H. PREETI

CULTURAL CLUB

P. N. SRAVANI

PRIYANKA

PLACEMENT CELL

NIHARIKA

M. BALA SAI KIRAN

SERVICE CLUB

SHIVARANI

ABHISHEK THAKUR

CHEF CLUB

S. SRINIVAS

LITERARY CLUB

ARKA NARAYAN

FARHANA

ENVIRONMENTAL CLUB

TECHNICAL CLUB

DISCIPLINARY

SRIVATSAVA PATNAIK

S. SAI TEJA

P. SAI CHAITHANYA

SPORTS CLUB

ROTARACT

MARKETING CLUB

Syed Hasnuddin
College Representative

K. Shivani
Asst. College Representative

A.VINAY KUMAR

K. YASHWANTH

K. SAMYUKTHA
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M. SURESH

ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATIONS - 2020
INDUCTION CEREMONY

The Induction Ceremony marks the beginning of
whirlwind of a journey for students who begin their
three year journey towards achieving their goal of
becoming hotelier and have a colorful career ahead.
The Induction Ceremony was virtual with students
joining in online. The students were addressed by

Chairman Mr. D.V Manohar, Director Mrs. Yamuna
Ranga Rao, Executive Director Mrs. Satya Pinjala
and Mr. Rubin Cherian – General Manager, Novotel
Hyderabad, Prof. Hayavadhana, Governing body
member (OU) were present as the guest speakers.

On the starting day of in-person classes, the Principal addressed the students by sharing his wisdom and
motivated them to keep up with the spirit of the college that is to pave out one’s own path. The cake cutting
was done by the freshers to mark the beginning of their journey.

The Annual Day celebrations mark the end of a great year here at Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management.
Breaking the virtual barriers, Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management proceeded with the celebrations of
the 26th Annual Day. Following the Covid norms, the event went ahead with students joining in, virtually
making the celebrations colourful and interactive.
14
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CAKE
MIXING
CEREMONY
The Cake mixing ceremony is a tradition followed by Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management every year
during the time leading up to Christmas. The Ceremony, which was aimed at educating the students, has
since evolved into a grand phenomenon and has become one of the central celebrations for the institution.
This event marks mixing dry fruits with a blend of specially selected spices, alcohol and spirits which are
then stored and left for maceration so that they will soak up the alcohol and develop the flavour so that
they lend a divine taste to the Christmas cake that will be baked.
With the purpose of keeping the celebrations smaller, in-person and socially distanced, the college
responsibly designed the virtual concept of ushering in the Christmas festivities. Mr. D.V Manohar,
Chairman, Ms. Satya Pinjala, Executive Director, Mrs. Yamuna Ranga Rao, Director were sent a Cake
Mixing Kit well ahead of the event that contained varieties of candied fruits, assorted nuts, mixed spices,
fruit peels, fruit juices and of course the all-important ‘spirit of the season‘– wine, rum and whiskey along
with a glass bowl to mix it all up. The fruit soaking ceremony was then organized online with a load of fun
amidst great cheer and fervour. Mr. Ravi Pinjala, Rtn Raja Krishna, Rtn Ravindra participated in-person.
This year the event went digital by live streaming the ceremony on YouTube as well.

16
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INTERNATIONAL CHEF’S DAY

International Chef’s Day is
celebrated across the world
in dedication towards this
honored profession, it has a
special significance here at
Shri Shakti College of Hotel
Management. Bearing in mind
the world wide pandemic, this
year’s International Chef’s Day
was an opportunity to promote
and inform people about the
importance of eating healthy
to boost immunity. Keeping
up with the theme ‘Healthy
Food for the Future’, Chefs
demonstrated some easy
recipes for healthy food in
videos uploaded to the official
YouTube channel. Check out
and try the recipes, using the
links below –
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https://youtu.be/xVIOtz6VWjs
https://youtu.be/tkGHkr_QvH0
https://youtu.be/vxcPhVoGHbk

Rotaract Club of Shri Shakti
College of Hotel Management
was established half a decade
ago with an aim of bringing
students together in order to
provide humanitarian services,
encourage
high
ethical
standards in all vocations, and
to advance goodwill and peace
around. The Club believes in
‘giving back to society’.
The club started with handful of
members and has attained the
highest membership among the
Rotaract Clubs of Hyderabad
by reaching the count to 250
members. We as Rotaractors
use core values, honesty,
fairness, building relationships,
adding values in every meeting
of ours.
Being Rotaractors is about the
people we help and we would
like to mention that under the

guidance of Rotary Club of
Jubilee Hills, the Rotaract Club
of the college has organized
several successful community
events such as Food Donation
at old-age home, Cake Mixing
Ceremony, Virtual Plum Cake
Making Workshop, Republic Day
celebrations and Saraswathi
Pooja. The students took pride
in donating blood plasma to
the needy during the Covid-19
Pandemic. The Rotaractors
were all in smile when Mr. Raju
was able to walk on his own,
for whom the club organized
an artificial limb in association
with Bharat Vikas Vikalang Seva
Samiti.
On the occasion of International
Chefs Day, our Chefs and
Budding
Chefs
donated
groceries to Sri Matha Old-age
home in Kukatpally, Hyderabad.

Rotaractors were very much
elated in spreading happiness
and were filled with joy when they
noticed the twinkles in the eyes
of senior citizens. The Club also
organized Investor Awareness
program in association with SEBI
(Stock Exchange Board of India)
for working professionals. Mr.
Karthik and Mr. Murali educated
the professionals on various
investment options.
In the years to come, it is
the dream of the Club to
transform the possibilities and
opportunities into stories of
success and triumph. The Club
wants to take forward the same
spirit ahead and will continue to
render more of such services to
the society in the coming years.

“Deeds of Giving are the very Foundations of the World”

Kasthala Yashwanth

President
Rotaract Club of SSCHM

Kota Samyuktha

Secretary
Rotaract Club of SSCHM
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Suresh Mukkera

Director
Rotaract Club of SSCHM

ROTARACT CLUB EVENTS

Rotaractors portrayed their kind
gesture towards society by donating
old clothes to Orphans and Senior
citizens at Mahima Ministries Home,
Ameenpur - Chanda Nagar. Well done
students. Keep it up !!!

On the occasion of International Chef’s
Day, our Chefs and Budding Chefs donated
groceries to Sri Matha Old-age home in
Kukatpally, Hyderabad. Rotaractors were
very much elated in spreading happiness
and were filled with joy when they noticed
the twinkles in the eyes of senior citizens.
The new board of Rotaract Club of Shri
Shakti College of Hotel Management
was installed on 9th October 2020. The
new vibrant team is lead by Rotaractor
Yashwant Kumar and Rotaractor
Samyukta Kota. Rtn Raja Krishna,
President - Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills,
Rtn Ravindra - DRCC, Rtr. Rohit - DRS, Rtn
Murthy Vadapalli, Rtn Manjusha and Rtn
Satya Pinjala graced the occasion and
congratulated the new team.
Considering the prevalent Pandemic,
the club chose it’s installation to be
on hybrid mode. The installation was
telecasted live on various social media
platforms. And there was overwhelming
appreciations for the modus operandi of
the club installation program.
Our Rotaractors participated in
the Stop India Spitting programme
organized by Rotary Club of Jubilee
to educate the public about the
disadvantages of spitting in public
spaces and the possibility of
spreading diseases. The ongoing
walk with placards and banners to
enlighten the people has attracted
many.
The parade, which started from the
Rotary Circle, continued up to the
Tankbund arch.
Rotary District 3150 Governor
Rotarian Prabhakar, Rotary Jubilee
Hills President Suresh Gupta graced
the occasion.

Rotaract Club of Shri Shakti College
of Hotel Management in association
with SEBI (Stock Exchange Board of
India) organized Investor Awareness
program on 11th December 2020, for
working professionals. Mr. Karthik and
Mr. Muarli educated the professionals
on various investment options.

Rotaract Club of SSCHM
donated food to senior
citizens @ Sri Matha Oldage
Home, Kukatpally.

Rotaractors donated plasma
to patients who are in need
at regular intervals during the
pandemic.

Rotaract club of SSCHM organized
Artificial limb for Mr. Raju, whose
leg was amputated. With the help of
Bharat Vikas Vikalang Seva Samiti,
the club brought smiles on the faces
of Raju and Jaya family.
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EDUCATIONAL
TOUR

Republic Day Celebrations

The Rotaract Club of Shri Shakti College
of Hotel Management had organized
an Educational Tour for the students
and staff @ Akshay Patra kitchen unit
located at Sangareddy. This hi-tech mega
centralized kitchen is the biggest kitchen
in the country that provides mid day
meals to over one lakh school children
in the region. It also supports Annapurna
Canteens that are run by GHMC and
Bhojanamrita (a free lunch program in
Government Hospitals).
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COVID-19 Webinar

FRENCH CLASSICAL MENU
A display

of 17 course

A new world for teachers, education’s frontline workers
French

Classical Menu was organized at
SSCHM. It was meticulously prepared
and exhibited by our final year
students. It was a sumptuous feast
for the eyes. The menu is properly
balanced

with

colour,

value, texture and taste.

nutritious

In early 2020, campus life hummed along with regular rhythms and routines. And
then suddenly, 2020 became a year unlike any we’ve seen. To say that society has
changed over the past one and half year would be a monumental understatement.
From one day to the next, faculty of SSCHM have found themselves managing virtual
classrooms, communicating with their students over social media platforms and
learning by doing as they provide education from a distance.
They said, real-time online classes have their challenges. It is very difficult to schedule
a class when every student or attendee is available.
This is where webinars come in. Webinars – web-based multimedia lessons,
seminars, discussions, and demonstrations – offer the very same advantages online
classes do, namely the ability to reach dozens or hundreds of people at the same time,
with additional advantages included as well. Importantly, the benefits of webinars
mean that educational institutions never have to compromise on the quality of their
education.

The various benefits that college can accrue
from using webinars.
1. Webinars Are a Cost-Effective Learning Tool
2. Webinars Offer
Convenience

Great

Flexibility

and

3. Webinars Encourage Interaction through
Anonymity
4. Webinars Are an Effective Learning Experience
5. Webinars Provide A Wide Variety of Lessons
6. Webinars Are Easy to Use
7. Webinars Offer Educators a Wider Reach
8. Webinars Allow Participants to Grow Their
Networks
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In summation, the benefits
of webinars in education
are many, and SSCHM has
adopted them to be able
to do plenty of good to the
students.

Webinar

WEBINAR – Culinary Connect
The webinar focused towards the
opportunities in the production
department with Chef Rami Reddy,
Regional Chef of Compass Group,
and an expert in his field. He made
the participants, mainly students
aware about the changing trend of
kitchens post pandemic. He also
highlighted the alternatives for kitchen
professionals to look beyond hotels
to cloud kitchens, retail segment and
mini startups.

Integrated Technology Seamlessly into the Curriculum
Bakeonics - An Online Baking
Seminar was an homage to the ageold tradition of baking the central
part of Christmas, the ‘Christmas
Plum Cake’. In this live event the
very talented Chef team of SSCHM
demonstrated how to select the
best ingredients, utilising the best
techniques for home bakers using
minimal tools and the best recipe for
baking a cake for Christmas at home.
Joining in live were our Director,
Executive Director and students. The
link for the video of the seminar is
listed below on the official YouTube
channel https://youtu.be/PFwASEATffo

PANEL DISCUSSION–Fighting back Covid-We shall overcome.
The panel discussion focused towards the problems this pandemic brought and how to overcome
it together. The panel of experts Mr. Rajesh Ranjan – Vice President – Development, Sarovar
Hotels, Chef Vijay Bakshi – Chef Consultant, Mr. Anish Banerjee – Principal, SSCHM, discussed
some innovative solutions to adopt to fit routine work in this new normal situation following the
safety measures. Panel discussion was a platform where students were exposed to industry
professionals and had the opportunity to learn and grow.
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WEBINAR
–
Reconnecting
Hospitality
The webinar focused towards
keeping updated fast changing
trends in the hospitality and retail
industry with the reputed panel
members Mr. Mainak Bagchi,
General Manger Inox Leisure
Ltd, Kolkata. Mr. Nihit Chandra
Corporate Training Manager,
MRG Group of Hospitality,
Bengaluru. In the session the
panelists elaborated on various
aspects of grooming of the
students to be industry ready.
WEBINAR - Wine Making
Process
In
association
with
Fratelli Wines, Nasik a
webinar on wine making
was organised for our
students. Mr. Ritesh
Somashekaran gave an
insight into the industrial
vinification process.
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Panel selected me to Lead Food
& Beverage Committee as the
Convener. Can’t express the
feeling of it because that
is first milestone as a
Leader in Profession
which boosted my
confidence, helped
to travel thus far
and kept me
going forward.

RENDEZVOUS
WITH
MR. MOHAN
ANANDA RAO

Have
you
come across
with
any
inspirational
person during
your journey
in Shri Shakti
College?

Learning & Development Manager,
Novotel Hyderabad Airport

Mr. Mohan is the Learning &
Development Manager of Novotel
Hyderabad Airport. He brings with
him more than 16 years of domain
expertise in Hospitality Industry,
having served in various brands
across international and national
locations and 12 years Learning &
Development experience.
At Novotel Hyderabad Airport, Mohan
will be focusing on enhancing overall
guest experience and develop a
talented, committed team to manage
the hotel operations in the everevolving business environment.
He has been associated with Accor
since 5 years, having worked at,
Novotel Hyderabad has also won
an award with Accor in 2018 as the
“Learning & Development Person
of the Year” by Accor South Asia.
Currently undergoing fast track
program in Accor IELP (India
Executive Leadership Program)

to head the
operations.

Ans:
College
life is full of
dreams
for
career, whichever
hotel
visit
for
Seminars or ODC’s
will look for inspiration
for the industry. As a
person my inspiration would
be Director, Principal & Team of
Faculty.

Hotel

Prior to Accor, he worked
in Warwick Hotels Dubai, The
Residence Maldives, Sarovar Group
of Hotels, and began Career with
Oberoi Hotels in Food & Beverage
Service and cross trained in L&D
department at Savera Group of
Hotels, Chennai.

How did Shri Shakti College of
Hotel Management mould you as a
professional?
Ans: Shri Shakti College of Hotel
Management has designed my
professional
lifestyle,
institute
not only taught the curriculum of
academics, it also has groomed
me as a Better Human being which
helped develop or mould my attitude
towards successful career in my
profession.
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What is your take-away as a
student from the college?
Ans: It is difficult to specify a
moment as my take-away, each
day is a different experience right
from my first day of college, Ice
Breaker with Seniors, Faculty
introduction, Practical sessions,
Festival celebrations, Campus
Drive, Last day at College, Farewell
etc. Impossible to limit it!
Do you have a good memorable
incident which you can share with
us?
Ans: My Leadership skill was
identified from SSCHM when

What is the biggest factor that has
helped you to be in your current
position?
Ans: Positivity & Discipline from the
college is the biggest factors that
helped me to groom my patience
level, attitude and discipline at work
place. These qualities made my
identity in Profession.
In this changed global set-up what
training parameters changed in the
industry?
Ans: With current scenario, my take
away of some positive notes for the
industry is Digitalization. Present
scenario helped us to explore and
unlock the new ways of service
enhancement with Digital way like

QR codes, Digital Keys, Minimum
Guest Contact service, Online Home
Deliveries which included star
hotels. So Training also have risen
a notch higher with your Virtual
session, online quizzes, Motivational
Podcasts and Learning videos.
How should the budding hospitality
professionals groom themselves
to face the industry in present
scenario?
Ans: One should start grooming
themselves from the Day 1 of the
college rather than previous day of
the interview. Because every day
in the industry or in college shares
you a different experience of life.
We are not a mechanical industry
and we deal with human emotions
so better the connections, better
the understanding of Emotional
Intelligence.
What changes are incorporated in
hotels post the virus influx and how
do our students adapt themselves to
be industry ready?
Ans: Few interesting facts are
digitalization,
enhanced
safety
measures, looking after yourselves
& surroundings, caring for our
colleagues & the health of their
family, most importantly it made us
multi-skilled to manage. Knowledge
sharing should not be limited to
the class room, but they should
do research beyond curriculum
assignments too. One should show
keen interest in the changing trends
of the industry and be in tandam with
it.
Could you describe one of your
typical work days and challenges in
this new normal situation?
Ans: My Day commences with
previous day’s analysis of Guest
Reviews & Revenue and a note of
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Important activities for the day then
followed by Morning meetings. If a
training session is scheduled will then
look after the arrangements of it and
prepare to take it up. My sessions is
not limited or restricted in classroom
alone, will ensure to meet maximum
of my team by property rounds to
understand there Learning Needs,
counselling, career guidance and
monitor that are they on right track.
Between breaks I rejuvenate myself
and atleast for an hour will spend on
something new which I can Learn
& develop myself and share with
others. A training, interaction with
team also gives immense learning;
day ends with admin works or mails
to be responded and send.
What is your success mantra?
Ans: Mantra is Keep it simple& Think
Positive, follow discipline, have right
attitude, stay calm and consistently
unlock your learnings.
You are a Corporate Trainer, Mentor,
Coach, - How can our students
benefit by your experience as you
must have inspired a good number
by now. (Message for upcoming
hoteliers)
Ans: Hospitality is an industry with
lot of opportunities not only in hotels
and also in many other sectors. So, I
suggest the students to have better
understanding of the industry under
the guidance of Faculty members.
Approach with Passion for career,
Don’t have narrow minded approach.
You should always stay open
minded, think positively, and look out
for learning opportunities. When you
develop these above qualities the
whole world, with lot of growth is in
front of you.
All the Best!!

Spiritual and Devotional Journey

The chilling air of winter has changed into soothing cold breeze, here comes the
spring season known as Basant or Vasant and Vasant Panchami is the festival
dedicated to Goddess Saraswati (Goddess of knowledge). To mark this occasion,
traditional day was held by Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management. It started with
singing of ‘Saraswati Vandana’. Mr. Anish Banerjee, Principal and students offered
flowers to the Goddess and sought the blessings. The celebration concluded with
the ramp walk by the students and Faculty, looking vibrant in ethnic attire, with
great fervor and enthusiasm. Our faculty Ms. Preeti and Chef Anna winning the
best Traditional outfit’s award respectively.

Celebrating
Vinakaya Chavithi,
Saraswati Pooja ,
Batukamma,
Lakshmi Pooja
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The Covid Awareness seminar by Dr. Nikhila

COVID AWARENESS SEMINARS
AND VACCINE DRIVE

was a highlight of the year as it is the duty
and responsibility to spread awareness
among the people for their safety and an
even safer future ahead. Truer words were
said - ”Prevention is better than Cure”.
Keeping this in mind this seminar was a
contribution for developing responsibility
and promoting awareness among staff and
students.

An
informative
session
on promoting the need of
awareness
on
immunity
boosters and their importance
during the current Covid crisis
was held which was part taken
by members of faculty and
staff.

Preventive
Measures @ SSCHM
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Vaccine Drive was organized at Shri
Shakti College of Hotel Management
where members of faculty and staff
were vaccinated. The vaccination
drive was sponsored by Veni Rao
Foundation.

3rd year
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3rd Year continued
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2 year
nd
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2nd Year continued
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1st Year

Principal, HOD,
Faculty Members
and Staff
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Having people see you
as an individual and not
as your illness can make
the biggest difference for
someone who is struggling
with their mental health.

MENTAL
HEALTH
AWARNESS

10th October is known as
World Mental Health Day.
The day is celebrated with an
objective of raising awareness
of mental health issues around
the world and mobilizing the
efforts in support of mental
health. World Mental Health
Day is organized by the World
Federation for Mental Health.
WHAT IS MENTAL ILLNESS?
A mental illness is a physical
illness of the brain that causes
disturbances
in
thinking,
behavior, energy or emotion
that makes it difficult to cope
with the ordinary demands
of life. Research is starting
to uncover the complicated
causes of these diseases
which can include genetics,
brain
chemistry,
brain

structure, experiencing trauma
and/or having another medical
condition, like heart disease.
The two most common mental
health conditions are:
Anxiety Disorders – More
than 18% of adults each year
struggle with some type of
anxiety disorder, including
post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD), panic disorder
(panic attacks), generalized
anxiety disorder and specific
phobias.
Mood Disorders – Mood
disorders, such as depression
and bipolar depression, affect
nearly 10% of adults each
year and are characterized by
difficulties in regulating one’s
mood.
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PREVALENCE OF MENTAL
ILLNESS DURING THE
PANDEMIC:
Older adults are also more
vulnerable to severe illness
from corona virus and have
experienced increased levels
of anxiety and depression
during the pandemic.
Mental distress during the
pandemic is occurring against
a backdrop of high rates of
mental illness and substance
use that existed prior to the
current crisis.
In January 2021, 41% of adults
reported symptoms of anxiety
and/or depressive disorder,
a share that has been largely
stable since spring 2020. In a
survey from June 2020, 13%
of adults reported new or

increased substance use due
to corona virus-related stress,
and 11% of adults reported
thoughts of suicide in the past
30 days.
Throughout the pandemic,
anxiety, depression, sleep
disruptions, and thoughts of
suicide have increased for
many young adults. They
have also experienced a
number of pandemic-related
consequences – such as
closures
of
universities,
transitioning
to
remote
work, and loss of income
or employment – that may
contribute to poor mental
health. KFF analysis of the
Household Pulse Survey finds
that throughout the pandemic,
a large share of young adults
(ages 18-24) have reported
symptoms of anxiety and/or
depressive disorder

 What You Can Do to Help:
Studies show that stigma
against mental illness is
still powerful, largely due to
media stereotypes and lack of
education and that people tend
to attach negative stigmas to
mental health conditions at
a far higher rate than to other
diseases and disabilities, such
as cancer, diabetes or heart
disease.
Stigma affects not only the
number seeking treatment, but
also the number of resources
available for proper treatment.
Stigma and misinformation
can feel like overwhelming
obstacles for someone who is
struggling with a mental health
condition. Here are few things
you can do to help.
•

Showing
individual’s
respect and acceptance:
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•

Advocating within our
circles of influence: Helps
ensure these individuals
have the same rights and
opportunities as other
members of your church,
school and community.

•

Learning
more
about
mental health: Allows us
to provide helpful support
to those affected in our
families and communities.

C. Shreya
BHMCT - Second Year

2.

In India internet services began
in 1986 and was available only
to educational and research
community.
Internet
was
launched on 15th august 1995
by Videsh Sanchar Nigam
Limited. In India the history was
began with the launch of the
educational research network
(ERNET) in 1986.
1. HISTORY OF INTERNET: The
internet service got a boost in
popularity after a successful
demo at the “NASSCOM”
meeting at the “Nehru Centre”
in Mumbai in 1996. To meet the
growing demand for internet
access, VSNL, in co-operation
with the DOT, added new points
of presence on the internet.
In India internet access is
provided by both public and
private companies using a
variety of technologies and
media including dial-up(PSTN),
XDSL, coaxial cable ,Ethernet,
FTTH, ISDN, HSDPA.

IMPORTANCE
OF
INTERNET : Online
marketing has had
many
positive
effects on the
hotel industry
marketing
over
the
internet has
given hotel
operators
the
opportunity
to
create
a
positive image
and reach more
potential customer
at lower price.

In this changing environment
new models of distribution must
be designed to lead the charge.
Information
technologies
applied to the tourism system
will increase the efficiency and
quality of service provided and
leads to new combinations of
tourism services.
It serves as an integral part of
the marketing mix, serving as
a digital distribution channel as
well as an electronic store front.
Almost a little more than three
decades had passed since 1991
when the world wide web was
introduced to the general public
technologies still, the change is
enough to forever change the
idea of obtaining and processing
information, education, growth
and business.
Internet allows people to
improve the quality of their life.
It opens access to the previously
inaccessible things with almost.
The sharing and exchanging
of ideas, information and news
all need an internet connection.
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The
internet
connects
computers
and
business,
people, government schemes,
lives and stories worldwide.
The internet has now become a
significant part of the daily life
of a modern person.
The considerable importance
of the internet is unlimited
knowledge that you can find
on the web, whatever you need
video calling, paying for various
services and buying your favorite
products at any time.

Amidst the lockdown,
the channel content
Creators gearing
up to go pro

HOW INTERNET IS USEFUL
FOR DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS:
The internet facilitates online
banking, mobile banking and
e-wallets. Since all digital
transactions are stored in a data
base it helps the government
to track income tax details or
income reports in ITR.
HOW INTERNET HELPS IN
TOURS & TRAVEL: The use of
the internet is highly effective
as it serves as a guide. People
browse the internet before they
start visiting the places. Tour
bookings can also be done
using the internet.

Several variables combined to catapult the influencer industry to rapid expansion
during the first and second waves of the viral pandemic. First and foremost, with most
people staying at home during the national lockdown and present statewide restrictions,
screen time surged dramatically across all age groups, ethnicities, and socioeconomic groups.
Individuals are spending more time on social media, and content consumption is at its peak. This thing
almost always aids content creators in reaching a broader audience and having a more significant effect
on their content.
Change is not always a bad thing. It sometimes can be an exciting opportunity that allows people to walk
down new paths. The manner in which the content creators came up with novel & unique ideas as a
response to the pandemic is proof of it.
“The lockdown gave people time to take notice of those with talent outside of the ones they were already
following. They were willing to give everything a chance,”
What follows is that story: a portrait of human needs being broadly met in creative new ways. Both the
needs and the ways users addressed them fell into a clear set of themes.

M. Naga Navya Sree
BHMCT - Second Year

Taking this forward SSCHM students became content creators coming up with ideas to spend the time
constructively.
Few of the stories from their pen……….
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Cooking
experience
Made easy in
the pandemic

It all started in the lockdown. When I was in the beginning of the 3rd year,
we all were attending online classes as per schedule, my lecturer, Chef
Nikhil Paul, instructed us ‘to make a video on any recipe you know and
send it to me in WhatsApp’. Since I was technical head of our college
the skill which I had learnt and gained has come in handy. Using the
Photographic and video graphic skills I learnt, I shot the Video as part
of the assignment. This motivated me to create a channel on YouTube
and upload the video and share the link with Chef Nikhil Paul. Next
day morning when I opened the channel I was shocked to see that
my channel had 243 Views with 70 Subscribers. When I explained the
entire episode to the Chef, he agreed to be the content creator. From
then onwards there was no looking back and I continued to upload
videos regularly and in the process improving my skills as content
creator.
https://youtube.com/channel/UCMnrNcfqFqcHygxDf8_YmSA
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Of the many problems that the
pandemic-induced lockdowns
introduced, there was one
that was extremely primal in
nature: cooking. The work-fromhome module ensured people
had to tweak their schedules,
accommodating their personal
life alongside professional
commitments.

Sai Teja
BHMCT - Third Year

In many households in India,
it led to chaos, with people
forgetting to eat healthy. Health
has become a non-negotiable
component of life. What
happens in the kitchen ultimately
influences everything, including
our physical and mental ability
to work long hours and meet
deadlines.
A lesson that 2020 imbibed in
all of us, is to keep focus on

health and immunity. Carrying
forward the lessons from last
year, 2021 will see a rise in
food that prioritizes wellness
and immunity. “While wellness
food has always been doing
good, this year the focus will
be more on Indian ingredients
that boost immunity and
health like turmeric, ginger,
ghee, amla, jaggery and the
likes. Additionally, people will
favour locally available herbal
concoctions and seasonal
produce to stay with the times,
while focusing on health. The
conversation of food is more
inwards than outwards this
year”.
With this in mind, I have spent
lots of time testing dishes,
brainstorming and planning
techniques, talking to camera
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Shubhi Jaiswal
BHMCT - Third Year

and thinking about in each step
in my recipe.
The name of my channel is
foodstagram shubhijaiswal. To
gain loyal base of subscribers, I
had to upload at least one video
per week.
Joining the YouTube community
has allowed me to connect
with hundreds of people who
love food and share my own
innovative recipes.
I have also created Instagram
page of my channel which
has helped me to gain my
subscribers and feel connected
with them by sharing their
valuable feedback. I would also
like to thank Chef Nikhil for his
support and guidance.

Producing
Digital Content
Amid Pandemic

https://youtube.com/channel/UCMnrNcfqFqcHygxDf8_YmSA

When I was studying intermediate, I got trained in short
film making. But due to lack of a proper team and
equipment, I couldn’t start the channel for short film
content (My ambition).
When I joined Shri Shakti College of Hotel Management
to pursue my education, I got the opportunity to become
a member in the Technical Committee. This was the
best thing to have happened in my life and it opened
the doors to pursue my ambition to create a channel
show. My stint as a member in the Technical Committee
gave me an opportunity to learn about editing and
the naunces of shooting. In 2020 unexpected thing
happened - ‘corona’ and ‘lock down’. The free time was
a great opportunity to start the channel and me and my
friends Ameer and Hyder decided to start the YouTube
channel called “EENEI (EENAGARANIKI EMAINDI) When
we started doing the first video we came across lot
of technical glitches but as we progressed, we gained
confidence and every video was an improvement. We
received tremendous support from our parents and
friends.
THANK YOU.
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V. Manikanta
BHMCT - Second Year
Short film maker
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WHEN THE CALLING COMES….

It is every hotel management
student’s dream to take up a career in renowned hotels and they
wait for the opportunity to take
the plunge. Hotels and large
hospitality related service organizations wait to capture the
best talents from colleges with
an aim to add quality values to
their existing service teams.
There is no doubt about the demand for hotel management
graduates as the number of hotels are on the rise, and rapidly.
But what is important is that
there are other service organizations which are on the lookout
for hospitality professionals and
there are several rings of hotel
types that now pamper those
looking for jobs. It is a very positive sign that we see.

adapting to the whole change
in the demand and supply situation. Today, the guest profiles
of most hotels have changed,
thanks to restrictions, protocols and governmental norms.
Hotels are working to be compatible with these changes and
have reworked their strategies
of service provisions. Quality
levels cannot be compromised
irrespective of the guest profile, but service delivery teams
have to be restructured as the
changing profiles are bringing in
changing price structures. The
viability for hotels today depend
on the revenues they build in
at the earliest to catch up with
the losses suffered during the
last one year or so. The industry
today is not the same. And the
market in the coming years will
not be the same either!
As with every business, it has be-

It is becoming increasingly clear
that the industry is looking at
professionals who can deliver

more than the conventional single skill application while in employment. Professionals who
can double up between rooms
and reception, cleaning and
supervision, service and production…anything that they can
combine to offer value for their
employment, and this, like it or
not, is the future. Hotels shall
be challenged to maintain their
disciplined quality deliverables
even with such variances. Not
easy.
The opportunities for students
lie not just in multiple skills, but
also in the ability to handle the
pressure of multiple tasks on
hand. Therefore, it is critical that
the education that’s been imparted and the knowledge that
been acquired is now put into
use for a more assured career
progress.
Now comes the second development the industry is seeing –
keeping employee count in any
hotel will not be compromised,
but the industry is witnessing a
balance between insource and
outsource – a balance which will
be a sensitive task keeping in
mind the traditional Indian hos-

But this is pre-pandemic!
Post pandemic, it is important to
understand that the dynamics of
hotel operations have changed.
It is different as the industry is

come essential for the industry
to survive and sustain. And cost
control makes a large difference
in survival. We all know that the
biggest cost for the service industry is manpower, and without doubt, this is the first area
that takes a beating. So what
does this mean? It clearly conveys that service delivery team
has to now be more productive
and should be economically viable. What has always been the
strength of Indian Hospitality
industry – dedicated guest service and hospitality, by dedicated workforce with single skill
is undergoing a drastic change
and multiskilling has now become the need of the hour. It is
both an opportunity and a challenge to everyone involved – the
employers and the employees.
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pitality standards which stems
from our belief of ‘AthithiDevo
Bhava’. Such balance is not only
the norm, but a vital objective in
every hotel’s plan for the future.
But no work can be eliminated,
no service can be denied! Which
clearly indicates they are widely
opening up to professional outsourcing organizations to deliver the required quality and manpower to carry out the services.
Let’s not for a moment doubt
the ability of a truly professional
hospitality outsourcing organization – they provide the best
training and exposure and are
highly competent in their management skills. Not many organizations have the privilege
and advantage of working with
thebest hotels in India for several decades! The team at Zyvana
Integrated Services Pvt Ltd have
that expertise and honour to be
partnering several hotels across
the country in building maintenance. Working with an outsourcing organization now is the
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new branding for professionals.
It is a fact that such employees
not only get the best training,
but they get the maximum experience in the most minimal time
with cross exposure as they are
deputed with various brands,
and geographical exposure is a
great advantage. The growth in
a professionally managed outsourcing company is both vertical and horizontal – doubling
the career growth opportunities.
The salaries match the best in
the industry too.
India is poised for a change in
the way employment is taken up
and delivered. We at Zyvana look
forward to lead this change.
So remember, when the calling
comes, be assured it’s a wise
one. And the best way forward
from now on.
Dr. Josyula S Shekar
BICSC | NISMT | FPCC | COPC
Mentor, Director & CEO
Zyvana Integrated Services Pvt Ltd

Are You
Using
All Your
Strength?
When we ask for help for a
justified cause and we are
refused, it just means we have
to ask at another time, or ask
in another way, or ask another
person. It helps to remember
SWSWSWSW.
Some will, some won’t, so what,
someone’s waiting!
A young boy and his father were
walking along a forest path. At
some point, they came across a
large tree branch on the ground
in front of them.
The boy asked his father, “If I try,
do you think I could move that
branch?” His father replied, “I
am sure you can, if you use all
your strength.”
The boy tried his best to lift or
push the branch, but he was not
strong enough and he couldn’t
move it.
He said, with disappointment,
“You were wrong, Dad. I can’t
move it.”
“Try again,” replied his father.
Again, the boy tried hard to push
the branch. He struggled but it
did not move.
“Dad, I cannot do it,” said the
boy. Finally his father said, “Son,
I advised you to use all your
strength. You didn’t. You didn’t

ask for my help.”
Some reflections on this story...
We haven’t used all our strength
until we have recognized,
appreciated and galvanized the
strength and support of those
who love and surround us,
and those who care about our
purpose.

When by yourself you cannot
manage to complete any task,
Use ALL your strength, Turn
around and ASK!

Masks – Check.
Sanitizers – Check.
Hand wash regimen – Check.
Physical distancing – Check.
Working on immunity – What?

While everyone are busy taking all possible precautions to fight the pandemic that’s making
the world lose its sleep, most are probably not spending enough time to strengthen the one’s
immune system — perhaps the only way to fight corona virus, if not prevent it completely.
Here are a few simple recipes from the faculty members of SSCHM to boost the immunity.
Remember, worrying won’t help, improving the gut and immunity will.

While
we
cherish
our
Independence,
let’s
value
Interdependence too.

Our real strength lies not
in
independence,
but
in
interdependence. No individual
person has all the strengths,
all the resources and all the
stamina required for the
complete blossoming of their
vision.
That requires the inspired
collaboration of many like
hearted beings.
To ask for help and support
when we need it is not a sign of
weakness, it is a sign of wisdom.
It is a call for the greater strength
that lives in our togetherness.
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Ms. Preeti Bhutada
Lecturer
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SATTU

Aloe Vera Jelly

There is no Indian super food like Sattu. Roasted chickpea flour,
Chattu or Sattu, whatever the name is, it is super food, healthy and
tasty too.

INGREDIENTS
1 ½ or 2 cups of chopped Aloe vera gel
2 cups (500 ml) filtered water
2-3 tbsp Caster sugar.
2 tsp Agar-agar powder
4 drops of Mixed essence

Ingredients
Chef Srikanth Alugoju
Asst. Lecturer

PREPARATION
Chop aloe vera meat into small chunks, rinse it in cold water and set it aside.
Dissolve agar-agar with filtered water without lumps.
Bring to a boil and cook for a few minutes then turn the heat off.
Add sugar, stir until dissolved, and let it cool.
Add the aloe vera gel and mix thoroughly.
Transfer the mixture into Ramekin moulds and refrigerate for at least 2 hrs.
Demould the jelly in a quarter plate and garnish with a sprig of a mint.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Carrots- 3 (cut to cubes and boiled)
Demerara sugar- 6 tablespoons
Milk- 4 cups
Cardamom powder -1 teaspoon
Roasted and crushed Almonds – 2 teaspoons
Sattu- 3 tablespoons.

Procedure:

Bel

ZESTY QUINOA SALAD

INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

Open the hard shell of bel fruit. With a spoon scoop out
the soft pulp into a bowl.
Add 1 cup chill water and soak this mixture for 20 minutes.
Mash the pulp and strain. Add about ½ to ¾ cup water
while straining.
Add jaggery and stir till dissolved. Adjust jaggery and
water as per requirements.
Then add roasted cumin powder, cardamom powder, 2
pinches of black salt and lemon juice.
Stir very well and serve Bel Sharbat chilled.
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1. In a blender add Carrots, Demerara sugar, Cardamom
powder and Sattu
2. Add milk little by little and blend the ingredients to a smooth
consistency
3. Pour the milkshake into serving glasses
4. Garnish with Almond powder

ka Sharbat

3 small to medium sized bel (wood apple)
3 to 3.5 cups chilled water
12 tablespoons jaggery or add as required
⅓ teaspoon cardamom powder
⅓ teaspoon of roasted cumin powder
2 pinches black salt
Lemon (optional)

CARROT
MILKSHAKE

INGREDIENTS

Mr. Rajaram Mahato
Lecturer

Quinoa, Chick peas, Sprouts
Pickled onion, Beetroot
Carrot, Cucumber, Cilantro
Lemon, Salt, Pepper

FOR DRESSSING

Balsamic Vinegar,
Lemon juice,
Olive oil,
Salt
Crushed Black Pepper.

PREPARATION

Soak the Chick peas &Quinoa for 2 hours.
Wash the Sprouts and drain of the excess water.
Boil chick peas until soft.
Boil Quinoa for 5 minutes or until soft.
Chop Onions, Beetroot, Carrot, Cucumber and Cilantro and keep aside.
Prepare the dressing by using Balsamic Vinegar, Lemon juice, Olive oil, Salt &
Crushed Black pepper.
Mix cooked ingredients with the prepared dressing and dish out into a salad bowl.
Adjust the seasoning, Garnish with lemon wedge & Tomato Rose. Serve chilled.
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Panta Bhat

Poita Bhat or Panta Bhat is rice-based dish
prepared by soaking rice, generally leftover,
in water overnight. Traditionally served in the
morning with salt, onion and chili.

Chef Srinivas Mallela
Lecturer

INGREDIENTS

1 cup cooked rice
1 cup mango dal
1 tsp. kasundi
Salt to taste
1-2 green chillies
1-2 roasted / burnt red chillies
1 tbsp. coriander leaves
1 slice lime
Potato fry / aloo bharta (mashed potato) to serve

PREPARATION

Add water to leftover cooked rice. Set aside overnight to ferment.
Strain the rice, add mango dal, kasundi, roasted red chilli, green chilli and salt to taste.
Then mash them together with hand.
Garnish it with coriander leaves and serve along with green chilies, burnt red chilies, Potato fry / aloo bharta .
Panta Bhat can also be served with pickles, fish fry, papad or any other side dish.

Virgin Sattu Mojito
INGREDIENTS

Sattu powder – 2 tbsp
Chawanprash – 1 tsp
Honey – 2 tsp
Lemon - 1
Rock Salt to taste
Pepper – a pinch

FOR GARNISH

Mr. Vara Prasad PVS
Incharge Food & Beverage Service

Lemon wedges, green chilly & coriander leaves

PREPARATION

Place the mint leaves in a thick bottom glass.
Press the muddler gently onto the mint leaves and twist several times till leaves begin to tear.
Add the fresh lime juice, sattu, Chawanprash, rock salt & pepper and mix well.
Top up the glass with chilled water.
Stir well till the sattu gets completely dissolved in the water.
Serve in tall glass garnished with lemon wedge, green chili and coriander leaves.
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